Role of topography on the MJO in the maritime continent: a numerical case study
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Abstract
The role of topography on a Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) event in the Maritime Continent (MC) is explored using a regional model. Four simulations are conducted: lower-resolution (12 km) simulations using cumulus parameterization in the presence (LR) and absence (LR-Flat) of topography, and higher-resolution (4 km) simulations without cumulus parameterization in the presence (HR) and absence (HR-Flat) of topography. In the LR simulation, the MJO remains unorganized with no clear eastward propagation, while the LR-Flat simulation captures the MJO and its eastward propagation across the MC. In the absence of cumulus parameterization, both HR and HR-Flat capture the MJO and show several similarities and differences compared to the LR and LR-Flat simulations. To better understand these differences, a moisture budget analysis is conducted during the passage of the MJO. In the LR-Flat simulation, vertical advection of moisture is increased to the east of the islands, leading to continuity in MJO-associated convection, continuity that was not present in the LR simulation. The increase in vertical advection in the absence of topography is due to an increase in the mean moisture advection by the anomalous vertical winds. In the middle of the MC, horizontal advection seems to be the most important for an uninterrupted eastward propagation of the MJO. The increase in the horizontal advection in the absence of topography is primarily due to an increase in the anomalous moisture advection by the mean zonal winds. To what extent the MJO was influenced by the upstream effect from the New Guinea topography was also explored. These results indicate that the important physical processes for MJO-associated convection may be different in different parts of the MC. Further implications of these results in the context of other recent studies on MJO propagation across the MC are discussed.
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1 Introduction

The Maritime Continent (MC) is the largest archipelago in the world (Fig. 1a). Ramage (1968) introduced the term “Maritime Continent” and recognized the region as one of the primary heat sources for global atmospheric circulation (e.g., Meehl 1987; Keenan et al. 1989; Neale and Slingo 2003; Keenan and Carbone 2008; Moncrieff et al. 2012a; Peatman et al. 2014). The MC is bounded by the Pacific and Indian Oceans to east and west, respectively, and is part of the Indo-Pacific warm pool. Because of the warm sea surface temperatures (SSTs), deep convection is abundant, and it is further enhanced by the region’s complex topography. The mountainous islands in the MC can induce strong land-sea breeze circulations, and hence precipitation over the major islands (Yang and Slingo 2001; Mori et al. 2004; Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006, 2008).
The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian 1971; Zhang 2005), a dominant mode of intraseasonal (20–100 day) variability in the tropics, propagates eastward along the equator with a speed of about 5 m s\(^{-1}\). Previous studies have demonstrated that when the MJO propagates across the MC, it is influenced by the MC in different ways (e.g., Inness et al. 2003; Sobel et al. 2010; Oh et al. 2013; Feng et al. 2015; Hagos et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2017; Zhang and Ling 2017) including the complex topography of the islands (Hsu and Lee 2005; Wu and Hsu 2009). In a recent study, Tseng et al. (2017) found that topography may distort the coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave structure (e.g., Rui and Wang 1990), and concluded that past studies based on aqua-planet framework (e.g., Ajayamohan et al. 2013) may have provided an oversimplified view of the MJO. Inness and Slingo (2006) also concluded that blocking of Kelvin waves by topography could contribute to MJO weakening in the MC. This leads to unrealistic simulations in coarse-resolution models that poorly represent the topography (Inness and Slingo 2006; Wang et al. 2014; Peatman et al. 2015).

Apart from the large-scale structures of the MJO, topography can also influence diurnal cycle that in turn influences the MJO and atmospheric circulation in the MC. For example, Neale and Slingo (2003) suggested that the regional models with finer horizontal resolutions might capture the diurnal cycle in the MC more accurately than general circulation models (GCMs). This result was further confirmed by Qian (2007), who showed that the inadequate representation of complex topography in the MC produces systematic errors in GCMs compared to the regional models. However, using a cloud-system resolving global model, Miura et al. (2007) captured the amplitude and propagation speed of an MJO event. They found that the higher-resolution led to better representation of topography and SST, which led to better coupling between convection and circulation. Therefore, better representation of topography in the MC is important for MJO simulation (e.g., Takasuka et al. 2015; Wu and Hsu 2009). A more detailed survey of literature on the role of topography on the MJO in the MC can be found in Tseng et al. (2017).
The land-sea contrast provided by the MC islands also plays a key role on MJO propagation (e.g., Qian 2007; Zhang and Ling 2017; Tseng et al. 2017). Using cloud-resolving idealized simulations, Wang and Sobel (2017) showed that when the prevailing winds are weak precipitation is enhanced over the islands due to the dominance of land-sea breezes. For moderate winds, the precipitation tends to be suppressed by the decrease in land-sea temperature contrasts induced by horizontal advection of temperature. When the large-scale winds are strong, gravity waves are crucial for precipitation. Wang and Sobel (2017) concluded that topography up to 800-m does not significantly modify the large-scale flow. Other studies using global climate models (e.g., Tseng et al. 2017) concluded that the MC topography profoundly influences the large-scale winds. However, these studies did not confirm whether such differences are due to the use of different models or simply to the height of the topography.

The importance of topography on MJO and its associated circulation in the MC is receiving progressively more attention. However, numerical models have difficulty in simulating the MJO and its propagation partly because their coarse grid-spacing inadequately represent the complex topography together with problems due to inadequate model physics (e.g., cumulus parameterization). This study uses a high-resolution regional model with sophisticated physics to study the influence of topography on MJO and its propagation in the MC. The objective of the study is to evaluate the role of topography on an MJO event and its dependence on the model resolution. The paper is organized as follows: model, data and simulation design described in Sect. 2. Section 3 provides results, followed by conclusions and further discussions in Sect. 4.

2 Model, data and simulation design

2.1 Model

Simulations are conducted using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF, Skamarock et al. 2008) model version 3.6 over the MC with 41 sigma levels, and 9 levels in the lowest 1 km. The model top is fixed at 10 hPa. All simulations were performed from 0000 UTC, April 1, 2009, to 1800 UTC, April 30, 2009. The frequency of the output is 1 h. We use the following parameterization schemes for this study: Kain–Fritsch (Kain 2003) scheme for cumulus parameterization; Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001) for surface layer parameterization; the rapid radiative transfer model (RRTMG, Iacono et al. 2008) scheme for longwave radiation; the updated Goddard scheme (Chou and Suarez 1994; Shi et al. 2010) for shortwave radiation; the Mellor–Yamada–Janjić (Janjić 1994) scheme for the planetary boundary layer; and the WRF Single Moment 6 (WSM6, Lim and Hong 2010) scheme for microphysics.

The MJO has been simulated successfully by the WRF model previously in a number of studies (e.g., Ray et al. 2011; Hagos et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2015), but most of those studies used coarse resolution simulations. Here, we perform both coarse- and high-resolution simulations over the MC to assess the influence of topography on the MJO and its dependence on the model horizontal resolution. The number and spacing of vertical levels do not change across the simulations. Simulated means were based on the simulation period (April 2009) and the anomalies were calculated after subtracting the mean from the actual values.

2.2 Data

Model initial and boundary conditions are obtained from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (0.25° × 0.25°, 6 h, Dee et al. 2011). The topography and land use data are taken from the 30-s resolution United States Geological Survey (USGS). Precipitation and precipitable water are from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM, 0.25° × 0.25°, 3-h, Kummerow et al. 1998) version 3B42 rainfall product and MODIS Level 3 atmospheric products (MOD 08, 1° × 1°, Platnick et al. 2015). All the simulation outputs are averaged daily for comparison and analysis.

2.3 Simulation design

We simulate the passage of a strong (LaFleur et al. 2015) MJO event across the MC, supplemented with sensitivity simulations to quantify the role of topography on the MJO. All the simulations cover the entire MC (80°E–160°E, 20°S–20°N) area and are described in Table 1. The lower resolution (LR) simulation has 12 km horizontal grid-spacing and 794 × 363 horizontal grid points. The higher resolution (HR) simulation has 4 km horizontal grid-spacing and 2145 × 921 horizontal grid points. The integration time step is 60 s for the LR and LR-Flat simulations and 20 s for HR and HR-Flat simulations. All the simulations are conducted for the month of April 2009, when an MJO event crossed the MC (Fig. 2). This time period lies within the Year of Tropical Convection (YOTC, Moncrieff et al. 2012a, b; Waliser et al. 2012).

This MJO event propagated close to the equator and over the MC islands, a typical property of MJO events in the spring season (Zhang and Dong 2004; Ray et al. 2009; Ray and Zhang 2010). This allows us to quantify the role of topography on the amplitude and propagation of this event. In the boreal winter, when typically strongest, the MJO tends to propagate over the oceanic regions. Based on the real-time multivariate MJO (RMM, Wheeler and Hendon 2004) index, this event entered the MC around April 14–15 and
exited around April 22 (Fig. 2a). This MJO event was an active–active (AA) event (Barrett et al. 2017), i.e., an event that entered the MC in phase 4 with an RMM amplitude greater than 1.0 and maintained an RMM amplitude of 1.0, or greater, as it exited the MC in phase 5. Using reanalysis data from 1980 to 2015, Barrett et al. (2017) found that about 50% of the events that propagate through the MC are in the AA category. Therefore, our chosen MJO event is suitably representative and therefore typical across the MC.

Even though the RMM index does not show any decrease in amplitude, the convective and circulation anomalies over the MC decreased according to the longitude-time structures of the ERA-Interim reanalyzed zonal winds at 850 hPa (U850) and TRMM precipitation in Fig. 2b, c, respectively. The zonal wind was predominantly westerly in the lower troposphere and easterly in the upper troposphere in the MC area during the passage of this MJO event. A clear transition of U850 winds from easterlies to westerlies (Fig. 2b) and of precipitation from negative to positive anomalies (Fig. 2c), occurred around April 13–14 at 90°E. The eastward propagation of U850 seems to be smoother than the precipitation, which is interrupted by the presence of land. To the east of 120°E (i.e. east of Borneo), both U850 and precipitation propagated eastward with greater amplitudes in the presence of less land area.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Structure and propagation of the simulated MJO

The LR simulation (Fig. 3a), which uses cumulus parameterization, shows a weak eastward propagation west of 110°E around April 14–15. However, little to no eastward propagation occurs east of 110°E, and seems to be dominated by westward-propagating synoptic-scale systems (e.g., Tulich and Kiladis 2012). Also, there is less precipitation in the adjacent areas to the east of the islands. Such weakening of convection has previously been reported due to orographic blocking of the Kelvin wave embedded in the MJO (e.g., Hsu and Lee 2005; Wu and Hsu 2009; Zhang and Ling 2017) and to influences of the diurnal convective cycle in the MC (e.g., Hagos et al. 2016). Whether the topography had any role in disrupting the MJO associated precipitation is tested by removing the topography (LR-Flat in Table 1). The LR-Flat simulation clearly shows coherent eastward propagation in precipitation (Fig. 3b), implying possible topographic influences on the eastward propagation in precipitation. The LR-Flat simulation results also indicate that in the absence of topography, cumulus parameterization may have the essential physics to capture convection of the MJO (e.g., Dias et al. 2013).

When cumulus parameterization is removed in the high-resolution simulation (HR in Table 1), the eastward propagation (Fig. 3c) is more organized than in the LR simulation (Fig. 3a). The spurious westward-propagating features are also reduced in the HR compared to the LR during April 18–23, indicating an improvement in representing those features in the higher resolution simulation. In particular, the MJO propagation around April 14–15 at 90°E in the observations (Fig. 2c) is fairly well captured by the HR simulation (Fig. 3c). When the topography is removed in the high-resolution simulation (HR-Flat in Table 1), the eastward propagation becomes even more organized (Fig. 3d) compared to the HR (Fig. 3c). Both LR-Flat and HR-Flat simulations, in general, show stronger precipitation than simulations with topography east of 130°E. The similarity of these results indicates that the MJO propagation across the MC is not only dependent on the model resolution but is also influenced by the complex topography and its representation in the simulations.

It is important to also highlight that the simulations with topography (LR and HR) have aspects that disagree.
with reanalysis. For example, the eastward propagation speed of MJO associated precipitation in LR (Fig. 3a) and HR (Fig. 3c) is faster compared to that of the observations (Fig. 2c). Whether this is due to the computational domain of the model that is not big enough to accommodate the Rossby gyres, or due to the lack of air–sea interactions (e.g., Flatau et al. 1997; Sobel et al. 2010) or some other reason, is beyond the scope of this paper.

To further explore the role of topography, we examine the horizontal and vertical structure of the circulation and convection between the simulations with and without topography and observations in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Figure 4 shows...
Fig. 3 Time-longitude structures of precipitation anomaly (mm day$^{-1}$) from the a LR, b LR-Flat, c HR and d HR-Flat, averaged over 10°S–10°N. Black dashed lines indicate the MJO propagation.
precipitable water (PWAT) and zonal winds at 850 hPa. The LR (Fig. 4b) and HR (Fig. 4d) PWAT shows a general agreement with the observations (Fig. 4a), but are drier over the mountains, in particular over New Guinea. Comparisons of LR-Flat with LR shows that without topography, the precipitable water increases over the Sumatra-Borneo region due to stronger easterly winds. The HR-Flat also shows this behavior compared to HR. The mean zonal winds in the ERA-Inerim (Fig. 4a) were fairly well captured by the LR (Fig. 4b) and HR (Fig. 4d). The U850 to the west of Sumatra was better captured by the LR than HR. In general, however, over the rest of the domain, the HR performed better than the LR. In LR-Flat simulations, westerlies are stronger between Sumatra and Borneo. The differences are significantly smaller in high-resolution simulations.

Figure 5 shows the vertical structure of the zonal winds in Area A. The low-level transition of winds from easterly to westerly around April 16 in the reanalysis (Fig. 5a) is well captured by the LR (Fig. 5b) and HR (Fig. 5d). The amplitude of the anomalies is stronger in the LR than the reanalysis around April 16, but is somewhat weaker afterwards. In the absence of topography in low resolution (LR-Flat, Fig. 5c), the westerly flow is deeper and stronger than the LR (Fig. 5b) around April 16. The deep westerly flow between April 21 and April 26 in the reanalysis (Fig. 5a) is better captured by the HR (Fig. 5d) than the LR (Fig. 5b). The first-baroclinic mode structure of zonal winds is evident in all the simulations. The lower-level convergence and upper-level divergence in the ERA-interim (Fig. 5a) around April 28 is better captured by the HR (Fig. 5d) than the LR (Fig. 5b). The results are consistent over other areas.

The influence of topography on the circulation during the passage of the MJO is further discussed in Fig. 6. In the LR-Flat over Area A (Fig. 6b), anomalous westerlies are much stronger than those in the LR (Fig. 6a). The lower troposphere is dominated by the deep vertical structure, with maximum amplitudes around 106°E and 700 hPa. The influence over Area B from LR-Flat (Fig. 6d) compared to LR (Fig. 6c) is also quite evident. The flow is clearly interrupted by the topography over Borneo and Sulawesi leading
to weaker flow in LR than LR-Flat. Over area C, the effects from the New Guinea mountain range is also evident (not shown).

It is clear that the precipitation anomalies are in general stronger over the ocean to the east of the major islands (Sumatra, Borneo and New Guinea) in the MC during MJO propagation in both Flat simulations, and is particularly evident in the LR-Flat simulation (Fig. 3). Three regions to the east of the islands are chosen for detailed analyses in the next section, and they are shown by the dashed black boxes in Fig. 1a. Area A (105°–111°E, 10°S–10°N) represents the part between Sumatra and Borneo, Area B (122°–128°E, 10°S–10°N) represents east of Borneo and Sulawesi, and Area C (150°–156°E, 10°S–10°N) represents an area east of New Guinea.

3.2 Role of topography

To quantify the role of topography in the MC on the MJO-associated precipitation, we conduct a column-integrated moisture budget (e.g., Hsu and Li 2012; Ray and Li 2013; Wang et al. 2015) analysis using the following equation:

$$\langle \frac{\partial q}{\partial t} \rangle = - \langle \mathbf{v}_h \cdot \nabla q \rangle - \langle \frac{\partial q}{\partial p} \rangle + E - P + R \quad (1)$$

where $q$ is the specific humidity, $\mathbf{v}_h$ is the horizontal wind vector, $\omega$ is the vertical velocity, $E$ is the evaporation, $P$ is the precipitation and $R$ is the residual. In Eq. (1), $<>$ denotes a mass-weighted vertical integral from surface to 100 hPa. The term on the left-hand side represents the moisture tendency. The first and the second terms on the right-hand side are the horizontal (HADV) and vertical advection (VADV), respectively. For the rest of this study, we discuss the three most dominant terms (precipitation, HADV and VADV) since they are much larger than the moisture tendency, evaporation and residual over the three Areas A, B and C.

For Area A, the dominant terms of the moisture budget are shown in Fig. 7. The evaporation and residual terms are not shown here because they are small and vary little across the simulations with and without topography. The MJO propagates across Area A during April 14–16 and is indicated by an increase in anomalous precipitation (Fig. 3). The
precipitation over Area A in the LR-Flat increases to a maximum of 10 mm day$^{-1}$, compared to only about 4 mm day$^{-1}$ in the LR. This increase in precipitation is due to an increase in vertical advection of moisture in the absence of topography (Fig. 7c, red). The change in the horizontal moisture advection is small, and is decreased slightly in the LR-Flat simulation (Fig. 7b). For the HR-Flat simulation, the increase in precipitation compared to the HR simulation (Fig. 7a, light-blue and green) is also due to the increase of the vertical moisture advection (Fig. 7c). Horizontal advection plays a minor role (Fig. 7b). The results indicate that in the absence of topography, the MJO propagates across the MC more coherently due to an increase in vertical moisture advection east of the island. This effect is more pronounced in the LR-Flat case than the HR-Flat case. The amplitude of change in the vertical structure of vertical velocity and humidity are explored later to quantify the relative contribution of their changes on the vertical advection of moisture.

For Area B (Fig. 8), which is located to the east of Borneo, precipitation is lower in LR-Flat than LR (Fig. 8a) during the passage of the MJO. This decrease in precipitation seems to be due to a decrease in VADV (Fig. 8c) even though HADV increases (Fig. 8b). The HADV is also found to be larger in HR-Flat than HR (Fig. 8b) and resembles the results of Kerns and Chen (2013). The HADV term from these simulations will be explored further. Interestingly, precipitation is larger in HR-Flat than HR (Fig. 8a), and is due to an increase in HADV (Fig. 8b) even though VADV decreases (Fig. 8c). For Area C, during the passage of the MJO (April 18–20), precipitation is larger when topography is removed and is mostly due to an increase in vertical advection (not shown), and is similar to Area A. This result again indicates that in the absence of topography, the MJO can propagate across the islands more easily.

The relative contribution of different terms on the moisture budget during the passage of the MJO is summarized in Fig. 9. For Area A (Fig. 9a), the VADV in LR-Flat (5.9 mm day$^{-1}$, Fig. 9a) is much greater than that in LR (2 mm day$^{-1}$), but the HADV is slightly smaller. Interestingly, HADV and VADV are similar in magnitude for LR indicating that when the topography is removed, MJO-associated vertical advection increases dramatically over the ocean east of the islands. The results are similar for the high-resolution simulations HR and HR-Flat (Fig. 9d), except that
the changes from HR to HR-Flat are smaller for precipitation and VADV than those from LR to LR-Flat. Horizontal advection in HR-Flat is also reduced compared to HR.

For Area B, which is located east of Borneo, the HADV increase when the topography is removed is evident in both LR-Flat (Fig. 9b) and HR-Flat (Fig. 9e) simulations. This result is different from Area A and Area C, where precipitation increase is balanced by VADV when topography is removed. This difference shows the different behavior of its different parts where the precipitation may be dominated by
different processes in. The HADV is higher in LR-Flat (HR-Flat) than LR (HR). The similarity in the relative magnitude of terms in the simulations with different grid-spacings and with and without cumulus parameterization gives confidence to our results and conclusions.
For Area C, during the passage of the MJO, precipitation is greater in the LR-Flat simulation compared to the LR simulation (Fig. 9c), largely due to an increase in VADV, which is consistent with the greater precipitation in LR-Flat than LR in Area A (Fig. 9a). HADV in Area C slightly decreases in the LR-Flat simulation (Fig. 9c) compared to the LR simulation. In the HR-Flat simulation, the increase in precipitation is small compared to the HR (Fig. 9f), possibly because it is located farther from the landmass.

To further explore the increase in vertical advection in the Flat simulations over Area A and Area C, we decompose vertical advection VADV \( \omega \frac{\partial q}{\partial p} \) into four components, \( \omega \frac{\partial \bar{q}}{\partial p} \), \( \omega \frac{\partial \bar{q}'}{\partial p} \), \( \omega \frac{\partial q'}{\partial p} \), and \( \omega \frac{\partial q'}{\partial p} \). We show results for Area A (Fig. 10) only, since Area C was found to behave similarly. The increase in VADV in LR-Flat compared to Flat (Fig. 10a) is almost entirely due to \( \omega \frac{\partial \bar{q}'}{\partial p} \), i.e., advection of mean moisture by the anomalous vertical winds. This is also true for high-resolution simulations (Fig. 10b). Contributions from other components of the VADV are much smaller.

Given the differences in HADV in Area B, the relative contribution of zonal and meridional advection to the HADV over area B is explored further. In Area B, the meridional advection is similar to the zonal advection in LR (Fig. 11a). In the LR-Flat simulation, meridional advection is greater than the LR. In the HR (Fig. 11b) simulation, where topography is better represented, zonal advection is slightly higher than that in the LR. Overall, HADV is larger in the simulations without topography than with topography. For both LR and HR the meridional advection is slightly larger than the zonal advection. However, the change in the zonal advection is larger than the change in the meridional advection when topography is removed. In the HR-Flat, both zonal and meridional advection increase compared to HR leading to an overall
increase in HADV in HR-Flat. The increase in HADV is consistent in both simulations without topography, and is primarily due to an increase in zonal advection.

To explore the reasons behind the increase in HADV over Area B in Flat simulations, we decompose zonal and meridional advections into four components (Fig. 12). The increase in the zonal advection in the Flat simulations (Fig. 12a, c) is primarily due to an increase in the anomalous moisture advection by the mean zonal winds ($\overline{u} \partial q / \partial x$). On the other hand, increase in the meridional advection in the LR-Flat compared to LR is due to an increase in the mean moisture advection by the anomalous meridional winds ($v' \partial q / \partial y$). The advection of mean moisture by the anomalous meridional winds was also found by Kim et al. (2014).

Figure 13 shows the vertical profile of humidity and vertical velocity for all cases over Area A, Area B and Area C. Between the LR and LR-Flat simulations, the greatest difference in humidity is in the lower and middle troposphere in Area A and Area B, between 800 and 500-hPa (Fig. 13a, b). The maximum difference between LR-Flat and LR in Area A is about 1.5 g kg$^{-1}$ and in Area B is about 1 g kg$^{-1}$. The removal of topography has very little effect on the humidity over Area C (Fig. 13c), which is farther from the islands. The difference in vertical velocity between LR and LR-Flat is larger over Area A and Area C than Area B. For Area B, the changes in vertical velocity are small from LR to LR-Flat (Fig. 13e). For Area C, the difference between LR and LR-Flat in humidity (Fig. 13c) is small, but for vertical velocity (Fig. 13f) is large, leading to a large change in VADV (Fig. 9c). For high-resolution simulations, the results are similar to the lower resolution simulations, except the

![Fig. 12](image-url) Left: the column-integrated tropospheric (1000–100 hPa) horizontal moisture advection HADV, separated into 4 zonal components ($\overline{u} \partial q / \partial x$, $u' \partial q / \partial x$, $\overline{u} \partial q' / \partial x$, and $u' \partial q' / \partial x$; total is $\overline{u} \partial q / \partial x$) and (right) 4 meridional components ($v' \partial q / \partial y$, $v' \partial q / \partial y$, $v' \partial q / \partial y$, and $v' \partial q / \partial y$; total is $v' \partial q / \partial y$) during April 15–17 in Area B from LR (blue), LR-Flat (red), HR (light blue) and HR-Flat (green). Units are mm day$^{-1}$.
difference between HR and HR-Flat is small leading to a smaller change in VADV (not shown).

Overall, the simulations with lower and higher resolutions are consistent with each other over Area A and Area C. However, over Area B, there is a decrease (increase) in precipitation in LR-Flat (HR-Flat) compared to LR (Fig. 9b, e) due to a decrease in vertical advection. There is a decrease in VADV in HR-Flat also, but the decrease is compensated by a larger increase in HADV leading to an increase in precipitation. Given the complexity of this region, we show the results for another area to the east of Area B (128°–134°E, 10°S–10°N, hereafter B1). Increase in precipitation in LR-Flat (Fig. 14a) and HR-Flat (Fig. 14b) is found to be due to an increase in HADV. The VADV decreases slightly in both cases. The HADV is about 3 (2) times higher in LR-Flat (HR-Flat) than LR (HR). This increase in HADV is found to be due to an increase in zonal advection in Flat simulations (Fig. 14c, d). The changes in the meridional advection were small. The decomposition of zonal advection into four components (Fig. 14e, f) indicates that the increase in the zonal advection in the Flat simulation is primarily due to an increase in the anomalous moisture advection by the mean zonal winds ($\bar{u} \bar{\partial q}/\partial x$).

Based on the moisture budget analysis, Area B, where HADV was dominant was different from Area A and Area C, where VADV was dominant in the absence of topography. To explore whether Area B was affected by the upstream effects of New Guinea, we conduct one more simulation by removing topography over New Guinea (LR-Flat-NG in Table 1). In LR-Flat-NG, the precipitation

![Image of vertical profiles of specific humidity and vertical velocity](image_url)
increases to the east of 130°E during the passage of the MJO event (Fig. 15). The eastward propagation becomes more coherent in the LR-Flat-NG than LR, which is dominated by westward-propagating synoptic-scale systems. To further explore the upstream effects of the New Guinea topography, we show the moisture budget over Area A and Area B during the passage of the MJO (Fig. 16). For Area A (Fig. 16a), the decrease in precipitation in LR-Flat-NG is primarily due to the decrease of VADV. Change in horizontal advection is small. For Area B (Fig. 16b), the decrease in precipitation is due to the decrease in horizontal advection. As a result, it seems that the increase in HADV in LR-Flat experiment is primarily due to the downstream effects of the islands to the west of Area B. To what extent these results will hold in a high-resolution simulation needs to be investigated in the future.

Fig. 14 Left: the column-integrated moisture budget, horizontal moisture advection HADV, separated into zonal and meridional components, and zonal advection, separated into four components \( \frac{\partial q}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial q}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial q}{\partial x}, \) and \( \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} \); total is \( \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} \) for an area to the east of Area B (Area B1, 128°–134°E, 10°S–10°N) from the LR (blue) and LR-Flat (red). Right panels are from the HR (light blue) and HR-Flat (green). The MJO propagates through this Area B1 during April 16–18. Units are mm day\(^{-1}\).
Summary and conclusion

The role of topography (Fig. 1) on a strong MJO event in April 2009 (Fig. 2) in the Maritime Continent is explored using the WRF model. Five simulations are conducted (Table 1): lower resolution (12 km) simulations using cumulus parameterization in the presence (LR) and absence (LR-Flat) of topography, and higher-resolution (4 km) simulations without cumulus parameterization in the presence (HR) and absence (HR-Flat) of topography. A fifth simulation is performed by removing the topography over New Guinea (LR-Flat-NG). In the LR (Fig. 3a), the MJO remains unorganized with no clear eastward propagation through Area A during April 14–16 and through Area B during April 15–17. Units are mm day$^{-1}$.

Fig. 15 Longitude-time structures of daily anomalies of precipitation (mm day$^{-1}$) from the a LR and b LR-Flat-NG simulations.

Fig. 16 The column-integrated moisture budget for a Area A and b Area B from LR and LR-Flat-NG simulations. The terms HADV, VADV and P represents horizontal moisture advection, vertical moisture advection and precipitation, respectively.
propagation, whereas, in the LR-Flat (Fig. 3b), the simulation captures the MJO and its propagation across the MC. The HR (Fig. 3c) and HR-Flat (Fig. 3d) simulations show several similarities and differences compared to LR and LR-Flat. For example, spurious westward propagating features seen in the LR are reduced substantially in the HR simulation. The MJO is better organized in the Flat simulations than the simulations with topography in both low and high resolutions.

To illustrate the role of topography on the MJO, moisture budget analysis is conducted along the passage of the MJO. In particular, three areas are chosen (Fig. 1a). The Area A (105°–111°E, 10°S–10°N) falls between Sumatra and Borneo; Area B (122°–128°E, 10°S–10°N) is to the east of Borneo and Sulawesi; and Area C (150°–156°E, 10°S–10°N) is to the east of New Guinea. The key finding of this study are:

1. In the absence of topography, vertical advection of moisture is greater to the east of Sumatra and to the eastern edge of the MC, leading to a continuity in MJO associated convection and precipitation compared to the simulations with topography (Figs. 7, 9). The increase in vertical advection in the absence of topography is primarily due to an increase in the mean moisture advection by the anomalous vertical winds (Fig. 10).

2. In the center of the MC (Area B), horizontal advection (Figs. 8, 9) is seemingly important for sustaining the MJO-associated convection in the absence of topography. This indicates the complex nature of the MC, where the dominant physical processes are evidently different for different parts of the region. Further analysis of horizontal advection (HADV) over Area B (Fig. 11) and an area to the east of Area B (Area B1, Fig. 14) shows that the change in zonal advection is dominant in changing the HADV in the Flat simulations compared to the simulations with topography, although the change in meridional advection cannot be ignored during the passage of the MJO. The change in zonal advection is found to be primarily due to the change in anomalous moisture advection be the mean zonal winds (Figs. 12, 14).

3. In the absence of cumulus parameterization, the HR captures the MJO better than LR possibly because the key mesoscale processes are better represented in HR. In the absence of topography, HR-Flat produces slightly higher precipitation to the east of the islands (Fig. 9, right panels). Overall, HR and HR-Flat show several similarities and differences compared to LR and LR-Flat simulations. For example, the vertical advection is stronger in HR-Flat than HR (similar to LR-Flat and LR) except over Area B, but the horizontal advection plays a greater role in high-resolution simulations than low-resolution simulations. The results indicate the sensitivity due to horizontal resolution of the model on the MJO.

There remain some elements, relevant to this study that merit further investigation:

1. Previous studies (e.g., Kim et al. 2017; Zhang and Ling 2017) have demonstrated that most model can reproduce some aspects of the MJO characteristics, but all have some weaknesses representing MJO features like amplitude or propagation across the Maritime Continent (e.g., Slingo et al. 1996; Sperber et al. 1997; Jones et al. 2000). The inability of the numerical models to correctly simulate the MJO and its propagation is primarily thought to be due to their coarse grid-spacings that cannot resolve complex topography and due to inadequate model physics (e.g., cumulus parameterization). In our low-resolution simulation with topography (LR), the model yields less realistic results compared to its high-resolution counterpart (HR). Also, many models that have problems in capturing the MJO propagation across the MC, are able to capture MJO-like disturbances when land is removed (e.g., Ajayamohan et al. 2013; Yoshisaki et al. 2012; Takasuka et al. 2015). Our study shows, at least for the MJO event considered, that topography alone can inhibit MJO propagation in low-resolution simulation using cumulus parameterization.

2. We considered one MJO event during the spring season when the MJO is typically closest to the equator (Zhang and Dong 2004). This event was an active–active (AA) event, i.e., an event that entered the MC in phase 4 with an RMM amplitude greater than 1.0 and maintained an RMM amplitude of 1.0 or greater through its exit of the MC in phase 5 (Barrett et al. 2017). Therefore, the extent to which our results may be valid for other MJO events that do not propagate over the MC will be tested later. In particular, previous studies (e.g., Stachnik et al. 2015) have suggested that the propagation of the MJO through the MC might be related to the strength of the MJO itself or to interactions between the MJO convective envelope and other tropical and extratropical wave features. Nevertheless, the case study approach can quantify the physical processes associated with the MJO convection that need to be better observed and understood. Two forthcoming field experiments (Years of the Maritime Continent, YMC; and Propagation of IntraSeasonal Tropical Oscillation, PISTON) are anticipated to provide further insights.

3. Our model has weaknesses in reproducing the MJO rain, and as such, the sensitivity tests based on the LR and HR simulations should be treated with caution. In particular, the possibility that the role of topography on the MJO was overestimated due to poor simulation of the MJO rain in LR cannot be ignored. However, our results are consistent with other studies (e.g., Tseng et al. 2017) where low-resolution simulations with its inadequate
representation of topography combined with the deficiency from cumulus parameterization have difficulty in simulating MJO across the MC.

4. The improvement in the simulated MJO in the HR compared to the LR may come not only from the absence of cumulus parameterization, but also from the better representation of topography in higher resolution simulation. Similarly, the sensitivity of our results to different cumulus parameterizations in the MC on the MJO is not known. These results, however, have shown that in the absence of topography, cumulus parameterization may have the essential physics to capture the MJO in the MC, which is consistent with the conclusions of Dias et al. (2013).

In conclusion, our results show important effects from topography in simulations of the MJO propagation across the MC. The physical processes that are important to the MJO are found to differ in different parts of the MC (our areas A, B, and C), suggesting the presence of additional complexity. We plan to conduct further convection-permitting simulations that resolve mesoscale circulations and more accurately represent complex topography to study the influence of the MC on the MJO and thereby on global weather and climate.
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